
From: Nowell, Darren T <darren.nowell@gatech.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 10:31 AM
To: Girardot, Steven P <steven.girardot@gatech.edu>
Cc: Spencer, Beth <beth.spencer@gatech.edu>; Reaves, Christopher W <chris.reaves@gatech.edu>;
Barricelli, James R <james.barricelli@gatech.edu>; Green, Linda E <linda.green@gatech.edu>; Berry,
Roberta M <robertaberry@gatech.edu>; Hirsch, Jennifer L <jennifer.hirsch@gatech.edu>; Potts,
Colin <colin.potts@gatech.edu>; Dobranski, Shannon P <shannon.dobranski@gatech.edu>; Griffin,
Brent <brent.griffin@registrar.gatech.edu>; Chatfield, Kristina <kchatfield30@gatech.edu>; White-
Jones, Jamie D <jamie.jones@gatech.edu>; Kotlyar, Olga <okotlyar3@gatech.edu>; Whitehead,
Jamie <jamie.whitehead@gatech.edu>; Purinton, Wanda D <wanda.purinton@gatech.edu>; Dionne
White, Leslie <lesliedw@gatech.edu>; Evans, Lauren B <lauren.evans@gatech.edu>; Veasey, Karen S
<khill8@gatech.edu>; Morris, Monique <mmorris@gatech.edu>; Tant, Allyson C
<allyson.tant@gatech.edu>; Walker, De Morris <demorris.walker@gatech.edu>; Wan, Christina M
<christina.wan@gatech.edu>; Fowler, Crystal N <cfowler45@gatech.edu>; Neely, De'Angelo M
<deangelo.neely@gatech.edu>; Benjamin, Tammy L <tammy.benjamin@business.gatech.edu>
Subject: PCard Procedure Reminder
Importance: High

Hello All,

I am writing to clarify the Order of Operations for a Procurement Card purchase as put forth by the
State of Georgia regulations for using a Pcard.

How a Pcard Purchase must take place.

Pcard holder is informed that a purchase must take place, preferably via email so that the
Pcard holder will have backup documentation for their charge.
The Pcard holder researches the purchase and completes a Pcard Requisition form.
The Pcard Requisition Form is sent via DocuSign (or in person) for completion to Person 1.
The Pcard Requisition Form is sent via DocuSign (or in person) for completion to Person 2
after Person 1 completes the signature.
The Pcard Requisition Form is returned completed to the Pcard holder after Person 2 has
completed the signature.
It is at this point that the Pcard holder then may make the purchase, not before. 

If the purchase has already been made prior to this point, this action is a violation of
State of Georgia Pcard policy and disciplinary action could be incurred.

The Pcard Charge appears in Workday for the Pcard Holder to Verify the information.
The Pcard holder adds the documentation to confirm the charge (invoice, email approval from
director, etc..,)
The Pcard Verification goes to their Manager and the Cost Center Manager for approval in
Workday.

If there are questions regarding the charge at this point it is the Manager and Cost
Center Manager’s function to get these questions resolved with the employee prior to
approval taking place.



Once the Pcard Verification is approved, then the charge is completed.
Pcard verifications that are not approved in a timely manner will result in Pcard suspension to
Pcard deactivation.

Problems we have seen that must be corrected:

Pcard Holders may NOT charge to their PCards PRIOR to the completion of the Pcard
Requisition Form. 

DocuSign has a time stamp on it that is researchable by Auditing. 
Even if the charge and the form are completed on the same day, the time stamp will be
used to verify the order of operation. 

The amount on the Pcard Requisition Form must match the amount of the charge.
Rolling charges that have the same amount can use the same completed Pcard Requisition
Form with a few caveats

The same employees must be still active in order for their signatures to be valid.
If the amount changes on the charge then a new form must be completed.
If everything does remain the same, a new form still must be completed on a yearly
basis. 

A note on “Emergency Purchases”
Yes, emergency purchases are allowed on a Pcard, however the state defines an emergency
as fire, flood, bodily injury, etc. 
Actions such as a late Pcard request (conference registration is about to close at 5 pm and it is
4:50 pm) would not be considered an emergency for this purpose and the Pcard holder must
still follow the same procedures as listed above.

Best Practices:

It is our advice that Directors and Pcard holders discuss the upcoming weeks/months
purchases ahead of time so you can complete all these actions correctly and remain
compliant with this program.

If there are any questions, please contact me and I will be happy to address your concerns.

Thanks,
Darren

Darren Nowell
Financial Manager II
Office of the Vice Provost of Undergraduate Education
404.894.4013




